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This range is based on hybrid technology, obtained by combining the best characteristics of different types of cuts
and making one. This unique cut is made in a special mould, in one single piece, for the best fit.
It mixes the best characteristics and
properties of the ROLL FINGER cut
(security in the grip and enveloping
latex all around the fingers) and the
FLAT cut (large contact area).

It mixes the best characteristics and
properties of the Roll Finger cut
(security in the grip and enveloping
latex all around the fingers) and
those of the Negative cut (better
fitting and sensitivity with the ball).

The glove is more fitted than a normal
roll finger cut (because of its special
GHOTTA mould), but with properties
of the body, the comfort and security
normally offered by this type of cut.

The glove keeps the fitting properties,
characteristic of this range, but with
ROLL/GECKO. The plus of the exclusive
Gecko cut for the central fingers, lighter
and easier sweat. The roll finger for the
external fingers of the hand always gives
more grip and security during the blocking.

ROLL / FLAT

ROLL / NEGATIVE

ERGO ROLL FINGER

ROLL / GECKO

RANGE OF CUTS
This is the traditional cut which is
used for most of the gloves.

It's a flat cut but with inward seams.
It provides fit and sensibility to the
fingers.

.

Latex all around the fingers.
A glove with body and a great
security of grip.

Large contact area.

FLAT

NEGATIVE

ROLL FINGER

.

This exclusive cut is used in
the ENIGMA model.
.
This cut is similar to the
Negative cut, but with the
thumb separated from the
hand to allow a natural hand
movement.

This special add of a large
palm is included in some
models of the collection.
The palm is extended to
the wrist, allowing a larger
surface to catch the ball.

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

NEGATIVE

LONG PALM

.

TYPES OF PALM
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In HO SOCCER you can find ones of the best palms of the market and a huge variety.
You can find palms with a great grip, even in extremely wet conditions, with long durability,with duo latex, etc.
Come and know one of the most important part of the goalkeeper gloves of HO SOCCER.
Palm EXTREME GRIP
New Extreme Grip formula developped by HO SOCCER, it includes in its composition rubber particles for a better resistance.
With this new technology we have 30% more durability, so this palm is specially indicated for the artificial field because of
its high level of grip and resistance. Palm with a strong grip, in dry or wet condition.

Palm AQUACONTROL GRIP
The famous palm that the models of the Ghotta range usually use, one of the best palmsof the market and one of the most
used, with the best results by our professional goalkeepers. Also in LIME, PINK and BLACK.

Palm MEGA GRIP
Palm very changeable and effective, with strong grip. It works very well in dry or wet conditions. It’s a little bit more durable
than the Aquacontrol, but with some less grip. But as a palm from the Elite range, it’s a token of great quality.

Palm DUO MEGA
This palm proposes a great security. Its inside corrugated latex makes the palm to stay perfectly fixed on the hand, even
in wet, sweat, etc. conditions. It gives a huge sensibility and an excellent adjustment of the glove. This kind of palm works
really well in wet conditions.

Palm UCG ( Ultimate Control Grip )
A palm with excellent price-quality ratio. This palm is included in the models One and Performance. It’s a palm with a
good resistance, without sacrificing the grip. Perfect for the competition, for adults and children for it’s one of the best
quality palm available on the market for small sizes.
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Palm SSG (Super Soft Grip)
This palm is exclusive of the models SSG GHOTTA, one of the most sold models of our collection each season. Without
doubt, it’s the most equilibrate palm of the whole range, giving an excellent gripin dry and wet conditions, combined with
a very good durability. This palm is ideal for training as well as for competition.

Palm DURASOFT
An ideal palm for training, it has a huge resistance to abrasion and is recommendable for artificial turf and soil. The grip is
a little bit more limited than in other superior palms, but it still offers good sensations.

Palm ROUGH PROFILE (Black)
In this formulation included in the Turf range, the palm has been specially compressed to offer a better resistance to
abrasion, this is its strong point. The rough patch of its design makes it perfect to use on artificial ground fields or soil,
where the particles staybetween those “holes”, for a perfect contact with the ball.

Palm SOFT LATEX
Palm very resistante and versatile. As most of the palms of the training gloves, it limits the grip to add more resistance.
This palm is ideal for all the surfaces.

Palm HARD SOFT
Exclusive of the model Clone Willy and the first option in latex of the collection.
Durable palm witha good grip on a cheap model.

Palm DURAGRIP (Guaranteed Formula)
Durable palm by excellence.
Exclusive synthetic palm that guarantees a very high resistance on all surfaces.
The grip has been limited to favour the durability.
Specially recommended for the training and included in the ranges BASIC PROTEK and REPLICA of the collection.
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